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My wife, Roslyn, and I have been married for almost 30
years now; she keeps me on the straight and narrow. She’s
been undeniably supportive of all my business endeavors
(and hobbies) and currently serves as Director of Operations
here at the Roz Marketing Group. Together we have two
beautiful daughters; our oldest is a stand-up comedian
(you can usually find her doing a comedy gig on Sunset
Boulevard), and our youngest just graduated, magna cum
laude, from the University of Colorado at Boulder—she’s
pursuing a Clinical Psychology PhD from Palo Alto University.
Where she gets her book smarts from, I don’t know, but
we joke that she’s got
plenty of material for
her psychology degree
at home. I suppose the
same can be said for the
comedian in the family...

“Over the years, my

Thank You!
It’s always a matter of pride to see a dream turn into a reality.
Here in the office, we recently launched our first LIVE webcast
on June 20, marking the start of a new and exciting journey.
Thank you to everyone who listened in, and especially to those
who invested in themselves by purchasing the Tax Resolution
Success Resource System (TRSR). We had a great time reviewing
some very insightful tax resolution content, including
1.

(Marketing) “How to Obtain New IRS Problem Clients”

2.

(Sales) “How to ‘Close’ the Sale Once You Have then In
Your Office or On the Phone”
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3.

“What to Do With Them Once They are Clients” (Client
Control / Practice Management)

4.

How to Resolve (Case Resolution) Clients’ IRS Problems

To those who tuned in, we hope you learned a lot and we
really appreciate you taking the time to give us a listen.
It’s always a pleasure sharing knowledge with our clients,
and we hope it will
lead you to an even
brighter financial future
with your clients. We
look forward to talking
to you next time!
For those who did
order, you should be
receiving your Quick
Start Audio / CD shortly
followed by the TRSR
System and the DVDs.
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passion for classic cars

has overlapped with my
passion for marketing-

I consider myself a very
lucky man to have been
blessed with such a lovely
family, but having lived
my life surrounded by
women, I’ve adopted
some manly hobbies
in effort to keep the
balance. For one, I’m
an avid cigar smoker—
good cigars, that is—and
passionate about classic
cars. I don’t have a vast collection myself, but that’s only
because I’ve poured most of my efforts (and budget) into
one car, and one car only. A 1968 Olds 4-4-2. But (aside from
my children) she’s my pride and joy. It’s the same car I had
in high school (okay, not exactly the same, but replicated),
but this time around I had enough money to have it modified;
to turn it into the racecar I always hoped it would be. Any
“spare time” I have is almost always spent tinkering around
in the garage or drooling over muscle cars at the nearest
car show. Over the years, my passion for classic cars has
overlapped with my passion for marketing—and before long
it became apparent that the two aren’t as mutually exclusive
as I originally thought.

and before long it
became apparent

that the two aren’t as

mutually exclusive as I
originally thought.”
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You may have heard me say that I’m going to “supercharge
your business.” Well, for those of you who aren’t familiar with
the inner workings of an engine, a supercharger essentially
adds 70 to 80 more horsepower on top of what you already
have. If you let me coach you, I’m going to supercharge your
practice! Which means you’ll walk away with 70 to 80%+ more
clients than ever before.
But it doesn’t stop there. Ever heard of a dyno? A car dyno
is a lift that keeps the back tires on a rotating spindle—which
means you can floor it without going anywhere. It’s fun
because you can see how fast you can go, and how much
horsepower you can make, without risking a ticket, and it’s
beneficial for your car because it tunes the tranny drivetrain
and syncs the engine. Well, we’re a dyno for your practice!
We allow you to see just how powerful you can be and we
fine tune your business while we’re at it. We ensure that all
your components are in sync and that your engine is running
smoothly. If there’s one thing I know, it’s how to build is a
business as solid as an Oldsmobile chassis—with that in mind,
there’s just one question: are you ready
to supercharge your practice? Well then,
start your engines!

- Michael Rozbruch
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The 3 Most Common Mistakes Practitioners make
when marketing for New Clients
MISTAKE #1

Look, we all know we need new clients to thrive, but one of the
biggest mistakes most professionals make is not tracking the results
of their marketing and advertising efforts. They don’t know what
works or what doesn’t. The solution is to “tag” each and every type
of direct response or lead generation advertising you do, whether
offline or online, with unique identifiers such as toll free phone
numbers (866, 877, 888) or URLs. This way you’ll know the source
that prompted the prospect to contact you. What’s even more
important is you’ll know how well the lead source converted into
actual clients. You can receive a lot of leads from a source without
converting them through no fault of you own. For example, if you
advertise in a depressed or low income demographic market, it’s
likely that these taxpayers can’t afford your fees and probably
owe the IRS just a few thousand dollars. Conversely, you may
only get small number of leads from a “better” geographical or
demographical area but they convert at a much higher rate. (These
taxpayers owe a lot more to the IRS and CAN afford your fees).
What would you rather have….25 leads that converted into 1 client
or 12 leads that converted into 3 clients? Tracking your marketing
religiously by lead source all the way through to conversion will give
you the insight necessarily to grow your practice more efficiently,
quickly and much more profitably.

MISTAKE #2

I can’t believe how many practitioners don’t have a website or if
they do, they don’t capture contact information from taxpayers
wanting information about their IRS Problems. They don’t have a
way to capture leads online. Some of the websites I’ve seen look
like they were designed by their uncle Sylvester. Today, you MUST
have a GREAT website because any new potential client is going to
go there first before they hire you to check you out. A great website
should be created to get visitors to stay on it for a while so that they
request your free content/information in exchange for their contact
data. CPAs, EAs and Lawyers should not use their firm name as the
big headline on their websites. Or, how many years they’ve been in
business. No one cares! No silly pictures of 1040 forms, or calculators,
pencils or cityscapes. No pictures of people with their arms crossed
standing in front of a bookshelf full of books. You need strong direct
response copy and good educational and informational content
that answer questions that prospects have concerning their IRS
Problems.

MISTAKE #3

Most professionals don’t know what it costs to get a new IRS Problem
client. If conventional tax prep or accounting client is worth $300 to
$1,000 obviously you can’t spend a whole lot of money marketing to
this segment of the population. But if a tax resolution client brings

Becoming an ROI Guy
Returns, as in monetary gains, are what keep companies like yours in business. Sure,
you’ve worked hard to provide an excellent product or service, and now you’re reaping
the financial benefits (hello, office with a view!), but without measuring the return on
investment, you could actually be losing money.

So what exactly is a “return on investment” or
ROI? Basically it’s a measurement of both profit
and performance. Every single investment that
your company makes, from marketing materials
to office supplies (to that box of doughnuts
that mercifully appears in the break room
each morning), has an ROI measurement. For
example, a billboard featuring your company
might cost a pretty penny, but the ROI could
be greater than if you had chosen to forgo
the billboard altogether. That billboard might
generate enough foot traffic to pay itself off and
then some (this seems to work especially well if
the billboard in question happens to feature a
beauty queen eating a cheeseburger).
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Knowing the ROI on all of your company’s investments will better allow you to
calculate opportunity costs—the simple process of evaluating how much you
can gain from one option as opposed to the next best option. For example;
say you are given the opportunity to hire another employee for the sales
department. Should you spend your budget on another salesman, or on a
secretary to support the sales team? Which option is more likely to generate
revenue for your company? If the new salesperson, along with the entire sales
team, makes less money than the sales team with the secretary, then you
should hire the secretary. After all, those salespeople need a cheerleader!
While the salesperson versus secretary battle could wage on for weeks, there
is one opportunity cost that demands even more attention: ROI versus ROI.
Return on investment versus risk of ignoring. How much money will you lose by
measuring your return on investment (hint: none) versus how much money will
you lose by not properly evaluating the ROI on your capital? Tracking ROI will
let your company know which products and services bring in the most money,
and which are the most effective. Ignoring ROI measurements leads directly to
less capital and less information for decision making. You will be more likely to
make financial mistakes that, quite frankly, you can’t afford to make. So keep
an eye on your ROI!

“

Boost Productivity
by Encouraging

They don’t know what

works or what doesn’t.

”

in at least $5,000 + and “drops” exponentially
more money to your bottom line, you can invest
a lot more money attracting these types of
clients. You need to change your thinking and
realize that a tax resolution client is so much
more profitable and ultimately more valuable to
you than a traditional tax prep client or accounting
client. Marketing for tax prep and accounting
clients is not only “old school” but is a commoditized
business today and has been for some time. When
you only have a commodity to sell, the only point
of difference you can compete on is price. Not a
pretty place to be. Getting back to our example
of our tax resolution client…. Let’s say you make a
40% net profit on this type of client, which is $2,000,
how much are you willing to spend to get more of
these types of clients? This is the way you need to
look at marketing in order to build your practice
and enjoy the lifestyle you and your family deserve.

Chatting Cars Keep You Safe
There are now cars that use sunshine to go instead of gas,
cars that start at the touch of a button, and cars that can
“call Mom” with a mere mumble from the driver. Cars
nowadays can do a lot of nifty things, but what if a car
could alert you to a potential collision with another car? The
U.S. Department of Transportation has recently announced
that vehicle-to-vehicle, or V2V, communication is a fastapproaching technology that will take off in the near future.
This means that cars will actually be able to “speak” to each
other while motoring along the road. No, this won’t be “Cars”
reenacted, but vehicles will be able to exchange speeds and
locations when they are close to each other. If a collision is
imminent, your car will send you a dashboard alert telling you
you’re too close to another car, or it will let you know when
another driver runs a red light, allowing you time to hit your
brakes. The DoT believes that this new technology will prevent
the majority of car crashes, save lives, and improve the flow
of traffic. Not only will cars be “safer,”
but they could potentially alert you
to weather and traffic conditions,
giving you an alternate route to
avoid black ice or accidents. This
V2V technology could even help
you find an open parking spot in a
busy metropolis. Keeping drivers safe
all while saving precious time spent
in the car—a techy advancement
coming to a car near you!

Office Camaraderie
Managing any office,
no matter what size
and no matter how
many employees,
can create many
challenges. While
they may vary slightly
from profession to
profession, one of the
biggest bottlenecks
in any company is
keeping employees
and (ok, let’s be
honest) often,
ourselves on track.
Focusing and being
productive throughout the workday can sometimes be hard.
Every office in the world has experienced the occasional midworkday slump, where everyone’s brains start to turn off and
distractions like social media and personal phones seem more
and more tempting. While there is nothing wrong with allowing
employees to cut out early every once in a while, if you find
your office is repeatedly losing momentum you will likely want
to look for other more proactive ways to boost productivity.
Did you know studies show that offices that actively promote
office camaraderie are significantly more productive? It’s
true! It may seem counterproductive at first, but if you allow
your employees some time periodically throughout the week
to enjoy non-work related activities together, your office as a
whole will get more done.
Try scheduling weekly office lunches for your staff; take them
out to a restaurant or order in and have everyone sit together
and eat. You could organize an office sports team, support a
charity cause together, or have one night a week where the
staff leaves early and goes to a local happy hour. Fostering
an environment where your employees enjoy spending time
together makes for an overall happier and more productive
workplace. Team projects will get done more efficiently and
with less conflict, and it will also help cut down on one of
productivity’s biggest enemies—interoffice gossip! Bottom
line: happy people get more done, and if people look
forward to coming to work every day, they are going to be
more inclined to work hard to ensure they keep their jobs
for a long time. Not to mention allowing for a little mid-day
socializing gives your employees a chance to blow off some
steam and recharge a bit, and will help them focus on their
work the rest of the day. Remember, all work and no play
can make for a stagnate office!
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